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Abstract

Association rule mining finds interesting associations or correlations in a
large pool of transactions. Apriori based algorithms are two step algorithms for
mining association rules from large datasets. They find the frequent item sets
from transactions as the first step and then construct the association rules.
Though these algorithms generate multiple rules, most of the rules become
irrelevant to the transactions. The exercise becomes costly in terms of memory
usage and decision making is also not precise. This research addresses this
drawback by developing ways to reduce irrelevant rules. This paper proposes the
n-cross validation technique to filter such irrelevant rules. The proposed
algorithm is called nVApriori (n-cross Validation based Apriori) algorithm. The
proposed nVApriori algorithm uses a partition based approach to support the
association rule validations. The proposed nVApriori algorithm has been tested
with two synthetic datasets and two real datasets. The performance analysis is
compared with Apriori, most frequent rule mining algorithm and non
redundant rule mining algorithm to study the efficiency. This proposed work
aims at reducing a large number of irrelevant rules and produces a new set of
rules having high levels of confidence.
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Introduction

Association rule mining aims to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns,
associations or casual structures among sets of items in transaction databases or
other data repositories [1], [8]. Association rules are widely used in various areas
like telecommunication networks, market and risk management and inventory
control. Problems are usually split into two, the first finds those itemsets whose
occurrences exceed a predefined support threshold in the database called frequent
or large itemsets. In the next step it generates association rules from the itemsets
by applying the constraints of minimal confidence. For eg. If Lk is the itemset
where Lk = {i1, i2, … , ik}, association rules with these temsets are generated in
the following way: the confidence constraint is applied first rule {i1, i2, … , ik1} ⇒ {ik} , to check the rules relevance before accepting it as a rule. Most
researches focus on finding candidate itemsets and frequent itemsets. itemsets
which exceed the support threshold in frequent itemsets are called candidate
itemsets.
In many cases, the algorithms generate an extremely large number of association
rules, often in thousands or even millions [15]. Most of the proposed algorithms
focus on the problem of mining frequent itemsets with frequency greater than a
support threshold. Normally the subjective and objective measures are used to
mine strong and interesting rules. Objective measures based on the statistical
strengths or properties of the discovered patterns and subjective measures which
are derived from the user’s beliefs or expectations of their particular problem
domain [25]. However, it is difficult for the users to determine the threshold value.
If the threshold is set too large, then there are no frequent itemsets in the output. If
the threshold is set too small, then there are too many frequent itemsets in the
output. Finding a suitable threshold is a difficult task [22]. Many techniques for
association rule mining require a suitable metric to capture the dependencies
among variables in a data set. For example, measures such as subjective and
objective are often used to determine the interestingness of association patterns.
However, many such measures provide conflicting information about the
interestingness of a pattern, and the best metric to use for a given application
domain is rarely known [23]. It is nearly impossible for the end users to
comprehend or validate such large number of complex association rules, thereby
limiting the usefulness of the data mining results.
Several strategies have been proposed to reduce the number of association rules,
such as generating only “interesting” rules [15], generating only “non redundant”
rules[20], or generating only those rules satisfying certain other criteria such as
coverage, leverage, lift or strength..
The proposed algorithm uses a partition based technique to extract the frequent
itemset. It is created with no overlapping partitions. Frequent itemsets and rules
form the first partition. The next two partitions are used to validate rules derived
from first partition. Association rule mining extracts the rules from complete
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transactions and mines rules from other partitions. This algorithm creates new set
of partition to mine rules. The process is repeated for a user specified times for
cross validation. This algorithm is called as nVApriori (n-cross Validation based
Apriori) algorithm. The proposed nVApriori algorithm mines the frequent
itemsets using Apriori like candidate generation. The proposed nVApriori
algorithm is implemented and tested with synthetic datasets and real datasets. It
shows a better performance compared to Apriori, most interesting rule mining
algorithm and non redundant algorithm.
This paper proposes the n-cross validation based Apriori algorithm for mining
interesting rules. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides
the definition of association rule mining and extensions of the Apriori algorithm.
The existing algorithm is detailed in section 3. Section 4 describes the n-cross
validation technique. Section 5 discusses the proposed nVApriori algorithm.
Section 6 exemplifies the proposed algorithm with samples. Section 7 presents the
results and discussion of proposed nVApriori algorithm and a comparative study
between earlier algorithms. Section 8 concludes the paper and discussed the future
enhancement.

2
2.1

Association rule mining
Definition

This paper uses the standard definition of association rules [1], [11], [12]. Let D
be a set of n transactions such that D={T1, T2, T3,..,Tn}, Where Ti ⊆ I and I is a
set of items, I = {i1, i2, i3, .. ,im}. A subset of I containing k items is called a kitemset. Let x and y be two itemsets such that x ⊂ I , y ⊂ I , and x ∩ y = φ . An
association rule is an implication denoted by x ⇒ y where x is called antecedent
and y is called the consequent.
This section proceeds to define association rule metrics. Given an itemset x,
support Supp(x) is defined as the fraction of transactions Ti ∈ D such that x ⊆ Ti .
Consider P(x) the probability of appearance of x in D, and P(y|x) the conditional
probability of appearance of y given x. P(x) can estimated as P(x)= Supp(x) . The
support of a rule x ⇒ y is defined as Supp( x ⇒ y) = Supp( x ∪ y) . An association
rule x ⇒ y has a measure of reliability called the confidence, defined
Supp( x ⇒ y)
as Conf ( x ⇒ y) =
.
Confidence
can
be
used
to
Supp( x)

⎛ y ⎞ P( x ∪ y)
= Conf ( x ⇒ y) . This paper uses third metric called lift,
estimate P⎜ ⎟ =
P( x)
⎝ x⎠
P( x ∪ y) Conf ( x ⇒ y)
=
defined as Lift( x ⇒ y)
. Lift quantifies the relationship
P( x) P( y)
Supp( y)
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between x and y. In general, a lift value greater than 1 provides strong evidence
that x and y depend on each other. A lift value below 1 state x depends on the
absence of y or vice versa. A lift value close to 1 indicates x and y are independent.
The problem of mining association rules is defined as finding the set of all rules
{x} ⇒ { y} such that Supp( x ⇒ y) ≥ α , Conf ( x ⇒ y) ≥ β and Lift( x ⇒ y) ≥ γ ,
given support threshold, confidence threshold and lift threshold. An itemset X
(means x ∪ y ) such that Supp( X ) ≥ α is called frequent. An association rule
x ⇒ y such that Supp( X ) ≥ α , Conf ( x ⇒ y) ≥ β and Lift( x ⇒ y) ≥ γ is called
valid association rule.

2.2

Apriori and its extensions

Since there are usually a large number of distinct single items in a typical
transaction database, and their combinations may form a very huge number of
itemsets, it is challenging to develop scalable methods for mining frequent
itemsets in a large transaction database. Apriori [1] observed an interesting
downward closure property, among frequent k-itemsets: A k-itemset is frequent
only if all of its sub-itemsets are frequent. This implies that frequent itemsets can
be mined by first scanning the database to find the frequent 1-itemsets, then using
the frequent 1-itemsets to generate candidate frequent 2-itemsets, and check
against the database to obtain the frequent 2-itemsets. This process iterates until
no more frequent k-itemsets can be generated for some k. This is the essence of
the Apriori algorithm [1] and its alternative [9].
From the day Apriori algorithm was proposed, there have been extensive studies
on the improvements or extensions of Apriori, e.g., hashing technique [13],
partitioning technique [17], sampling approach [18], dynamic itemset counting [3],
incremental mining [4], parallel and distributed mining [14], [2], [5], [19], and
integrating mining with relational database systems [16]. The tight upper bound of
the number of candidate patterns derived the association rules. That can be
generated in the level-wise mining approach [6]. This result is effective at
reducing the number of database scans.

3
3.1

Existing algorithms
Most interesting rule mining algorithm (MIR)

Roberto J. Bayardo Jr. and Rakesh Agrawal proposed the most interesting rule
mining algorithm. They showed that a single and simple concept of rule goodness
captures the best rules the concept involves a partial order on rules defined in
terms of both rule support and confidence. Their paper also demonstrated that a
set of rules optimal according to the partial order includes all rules that are the
best based on any of the above metrics. In the context of mining conjunctive
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association rules, this paper presented an algorithm that can efficiently mine an
optimal set based on a partial order on a variety of real-world data-sets.

3.2

Non redundant rule mining algorithm (NRRM)

Mohammed J. Zaki presented a new framework for association rule mining based
on the novel concept of closed frequent itemsets. The set of all closed frequent
itemsets can be orders of magnitude smaller than the set of all frequent itemsets,
especially for real datasets. At the same time, it doesn’t lose any information; the
closed itemsets uniquely determine the set of all frequent itemsets. It showed that
the framework produces exponentially (in the length of the longest frequent
itemset) fewer rules than traditional approaches and without loss of information.
The framework allowed us to mine even dense datasets, where it was not possible
to find all frequent itemsets. Experiments on several “hard” databases confirmed
the utility of the framework in terms of reduction in the number of rules presented
to the user and time taken for the same.

3.3

Discovery of unexpectedness association rules

Balaji Padmanabhan and Alexander Tuzhilin [26] proposed methods of discovery
unexpected patterns that take into consideration prior background knowledge of
managers. This prior knowledge constitutes a set of expectations or beliefs that
managers have about the problem domain. It uses these beliefs to seed the search
for patterns in data that contradict the beliefs. Patterns contradictory to prior
knowledge are by definition unexpected. The proposed algorithm is called
ZoomUAR algorithm which is used to discover unexpected association rules. That
consists of two parts: ZoominUAR and ZoomoutUAR. ZoominUAR discovers all
significant rules associated with belief. ZoomoutUAR considers each unexpected
rule generated by ZoominUAR and tries to determine all the other more general
rules that may be unexpected. This method is successfully reduced so many rules
compare to Apriori. But the time complexity is higher than Apriori. In this method
belief is major role to construct unexpected rules. It increased the dataset size.

4

n-cross Validation Technique

The n-cross Validation technique based approach is extended on the train/test/
validates approach. It normally collects disjoint (independent) samples from a
base data set to build and tune predictive (supervised) models [10]. This paper
applied a reliable “train/test/validate” approach that required three independent
samples [7]. It built a predictive model with a train sample and then validated the
model using an independent test sample. The process had the goals of reducing
model over fit, providing a realistic estimate in model accuracy and improving
generalization when the model is used on new data.
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This paper applies the aforesaid idea by partitioning D into three disjoint subsets.
The first subset called as the train set Dtr ,the second subset is called the test set
Dte and the third subset called validate set Dva. This paper also introduces two
fractional values: train fraction χ percentage to control the size of the train set and
test fraction ψ percentage to control the size of the test set. The remaining itemsets
are stored in the Dva .
Therefore

Dtr = χ × D
D te = ψ × ( D − D tr
D va = D − ( D te + D tr )

D = D tr ∪ D te ∪ D va
and
The Dtr , Dte and
D tr ∪ D te ∪ D va = φ

Dva are none overlapping partition. That means

Example : Consider the following dataset. It contains 30 transactions and 6
attributes. The table 1 contains the sequence of transaction sets. The proposed
nVApriori algorithm shuffles the transaction set as shown in the table 2. Forty
percent was assigned to the train fraction χ and 30% to the test fraction ψ. Dtr is
contained the following transaction sets : Dtr ={T1, T16, T11, T29, T15, T6, T18, T8,
T30, T25, T3, T28}. The Dte is to contain {T13, T23, T22, T2, T17}. Finally the
remaining transaction set {T7, T19, T21, T20, T5, T14, T24, T10, T26, T27, T12, T4, T9}
are assigned in validate set Dva.
Table 1 : Sequential Dataset
T1: a,b,c,f
T2: a,b,d,
T3: b,d,e
T4: a,b,e,f,g
T5: a,c,d
T6: a,b,c,e,f
T7: a,c,d,e
T8: b,d,e
T9: c,d,e,f,g
T10: c,d,e

T11: a,b,c,d,e
T12: a,b,e
T13: b,d,e,g
T14: a,c,d,e,f
T15: c,d,e,f
T16: a,d,e,f
T17: b,c,d,e,f
T18: a,b,c,e
T19: a,c,e
T20: b,c,d,g

T21: a,b,c,d,e
T22: c,d,e
T23: b,e,f,g
T24: a,c,d,e,f
T25: b,c,d,e,f
T26: a,d,e
T27: a,b,c,d,e
T28: a,c,d,e,g
T29: b,c,d,e,f
T30: a,c,d,e
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Table 2 : Shuffled Dataset
T1: a,b,c,f
T16: a,d,e,f
T11: a,b,c,d,e
T29: b,c,d,e,f
T15: c,d,e,f
T6: a,b,c,e,f
T18: a,b,c,e
T8: b,d,e
T30: a,c,d,e
T25: b,c,d,e,f
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T3: b,d,e
T28: a,c,d,e,g
T13: b,d,e,g
T23: b,e,f,g
T22: c,d,e
T2: a,b,d
T17: b,c,d,e,f
T7: a,c,d,e
T19: a,c,e
T21: a,b,c,d,e

T20: b,c,d,g
T5: a,c,d
T14: a,c,d,e,f
T24: a,c,d,e,f
T10: c,d,e
T26: a,d,e
T27: a,b,c,d,e
T12: a,b,e
T4: a,b,e,f,g
T9: c,d,e,f,g

Proposed nVApriori algorithm

Input :Dataset (D),
Minimum support Threshold (α),
Minimum confidence Threshold (β),
Minimum lift Threshold (γ),
Number of times train/test/validate (n),
Train sample fraction (χ),
Test sample fraction (ψ)
Output : R rules
Step 1: For I = 1 to n do
Step 2: Create the partition Dtr , Dte and Dva based on χ and ψ
Step 3: Generate 1- itemset
Search frequent k – itemsets X on Dtr for k ∈ {1…k}
Compute train_support Supp( X , D tr ) using (1)
Step 4: Generate rules from the generated frequent item sets X.
For each rule x ⇒ y ∈ Dtr
Compute train_confidence Conf ( x ⇒ y) on Dtr using (2)
Compute train_lift Lift( x ⇒ y) on Dtr using (3)
Step 5: Let the rules set be Rtr.
Eliminate rules from Rtr
Such that
Supp( x ⇒ y) < α or Conf ( x ⇒ y) < β or Lift( x ⇒ y) < γ
// validate the rules using test set //
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Step 6: Validate rules Rtr on Dte.
Let set Rte = Rtr
For each frequent itemset X means X = ( x ∪ y ∈ Rte )
Compute test_support Supp( X , D te ) using (4)
For each rule x ⇒ y ∈ Rte
Compute test_confidence Conf ( x ⇒ y) on Dte using (5)
Compute test_lift Lift( x ⇒ y) on Dte using (6)
Eliminate rules from Rte
Such that
Supp( x ⇒ y) < α or Conf ( x ⇒ y) < β or Lift( x ⇒ y) < γ
// validate the rules using validate set //
Step 7: Validate rules Rte on Dva
Let set Rva=Rte
For each frequent itemset X means X = ( x ∪ y ∈ Rva )
Compute validate_support Supp( X , D va ) using (7)
For each rule x ⇒ y ∈ Rva
Compute validate_confidence Conf ( x ⇒ y) on Dva using (8)
Compute validate_lift Lift( x ⇒ y) on Dva using (9)
Eliminate rules from Rva
Such that
Supp( x ⇒ y) < α or Conf ( x ⇒ y) < β or Lift( x ⇒ y) < γ
Finally
Let the rules set be RI = Rva
Next I
Step 8: Get intersection of n rule sets and compute the average rule metrics with
(10), (11) and (12)
R = R1 ∩ R2 ∩ R3 ∩ …. ∩ Rn
The proposed nVApriori algorithm needs the following inputs: the dataset (D)
which containes the transaction sets. Minimum support (α), Minimum confidence
(β) and Minimum lift (γ) control frequent itemsets and association rules. Train
sample fraction (χ) and test sample fraction (ψ) are used to manage the size of
partitions. Finally this algorithm requires the input n to repeat the cross
validations. The output of algorithm produces strong and interesting rules reliable
to the transaction sets. Step 2 is a small procedure to create three transaction set
partitions. This procedure uses the Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm [21] to shuffle
the transaction sets. The Fisher–Yates shuffle is unbiased, to make every
permutation equal. The modern version of the algorithm is also efficient, requiring
only time proportional to the number of items being shuffled with no additional
storage space.The basic process of Fisher–Yates shuffling is similar to randomly
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picking transaction id from transaction id set, one after another until there are no
more left. The algorithm provides a way of calculating this numerically in an
efficient and rigorous manner with guaranteed and unbiased results. It has O(n)
time complexity to shuffle the transaction set.
The shuffled transaction set is then divided into three partitions in the manner of
logical non overlapping randomized or non randomized partitions. These three
partitions are called as Dtr, Dte and Dva. The Dtr are controlled by the train sample
fraction χ percentage from the shuffled transaction set. The remaining shuffled
transaction set divided into test sample fraction ψ percentage. That partition is
called Dte. The criteria of test sample fraction as follows: ψ ≤ χ. The size of Dtr
and Dte are discussed in the section 3. This algorithm is not considered the size of
partition Dva. In step 3, the set of frequent 1-itemsets is found. This set is denoted
L1. L1 is used to find L2, the set of frequent 2-itemsets, which is used to find L3,
and so on, until no more frequent k-itemsets can be found, and then algorithm
ceases. In the cycle k, a set of candidate k-itemsets is generated at first. This set of
candidates is denoted Ck. It computes the train_support for frequent itemset using
(1) which is called train_support. If the train_support is not satisfied minimum
support (α), that frequent itemset eliminate from list to further process. The
remaining frequent itemset are used to construct further frequent itemset or
association rule mining. Step 4 is to construct the association rule from the
frequent
itemsets
which
are
found
from
the
Dtr.
| Dxytr |
train _ Supp( x ⇒ y) =
...............(1) .
| D tr |
After the association rules are mined, it calculates the train_confidence and
train_lift using (2) and (3). Such that it eliminates the rules which are
train_confidence(x⇒y)<β or train_lift( x⇒y)<γ .In step 5, the remaining rules are
set into the Rtr.

train _ conf ( x ⇒ y) =
train _ lift ( x ⇒ y) =

| Dxytr |
| Dxtr |

...............(2)

| D tr | × | Dxytr |
| Dxtr | × | D ytr |

...............(3)

Step 6 and step 7 are going to validate the derived rules Rtr with Dte. Step 6, Let
the Rtr set to be Rte. this step find the frequent itemset form each rules and
compute the test_support threshold for the frequent itemset on Dte using (4).

test _ Supp( x ⇒ y) =

| Dxyte |
| D te |

...............(4)
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Also it computes test_confidence and test_lift for the rules on Dte using (5) and (6).
The new metrics are assigned to the rules. These rules are eliminated which are
not satisfied the following values α,β and γ.

test _ conf ( x ⇒ y) =

test _ lift( x ⇒ y) =

| Dxyte |
| Dxte |

...............(5)

| D te | × | Dxyte |
| Dxte | × | D yte |

...............(6)

Step 7, after the elimination of unsatisfied rules, those rules are stored in the Rva.
It also same as step 6 but it used the Dva to compute the validate_support,
validate_confidence and validate_lift using (7), (8) and (9). The rules are filtered
with modified measures which are not satisfied α, β and γ.

validate _ Supp( x ⇒ y) =
validate _ conf ( x ⇒ y) =
validate _ lift( x ⇒ y) =

| Dxyva |
| D va |
| Dxyva |
| Dxva |

...............(7)

...............(8)

| D va | × | Dxyva |
| Dxva | × | D yva |

...............(9)

These rules are set in the RI. These steps 1-7 are repeated n times to achieve cross
validation of rules. Finally the algorithm produced n set of rules. Repeated rules
are eliminated from the list and it computes the average of metric for rules using
(10), (11) and (12). These rules are called most interesting strong and valid to
transaction sets.

Supp( x ⇒ y) =

1 t
∑Supp[(x ⇒ y), Di]...............(10)
t i =1

Conf ( x ⇒ y) =

Lift( x ⇒ y) =

6

1 t
∑Conf[(x ⇒ y), Di]...............(11)
t i =1

1 t
∑ Lift[(x ⇒ y), Di]...............(12)
t i =1

nVApriori with sample dataset

Manually, the proposed algorithm was tested with the above dataset. The dataset
contained 30 transactions and 6 items. The process set 20% as the minimum
support, the train sample fraction was set to 40%, test fraction threshold 30% and
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remaining set of 40% transaction stored in Dva. This section demonstrates the
frequent itemset mining as follows: i=5, the frequent itemset mining produced the
c,d,e itemsets from Dtr. This frequent itemset c,d,e validates with Dte and Dva. The
c,d,e frequent itemset satisfied the minimum support threshold on Dte and Dva. So
the c,d,e frequent itemset is called the transaction relevant frequent itemset.

7

Results and Discussion

All experiments described below were performed on a 1.6 GHz Intel Celeron
Dual-core PC with 1GB of main memory and 160GB of HDD, running Microsoft
windows vista. This paper used its own implementations MIR and NRRM
algorithms and was coded in Java.
Table 3: Datasets
Dataset

# of Rows

# of Columns

T40I10D100K

100000

942

Mushroom

8124

119

Chess

3196

37

Heart Disease Prediction

655

25

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the real and synthetic datasets used in this
evaluation. All datasets are taken from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Database
Repository [24]. Typically, these real datasets are very dense, i.e., they produce
many long frequent itemsets even for very high values of support. These datasets
mimic the transactions in a retailing environment. Usually the synthetic datasets
are sparse when compared to the real sets, but this work modified the generator to
produce longer frequent itemsets.
The candidate generation and the support counting processes require an efficient
data structure in which all candidate itemsets are stored since it is important to
efficiently find the itemsets that are contained in a transaction or in another
itemset. The proposed nVApriori algorithm implemented a hash-tree data
structure. The time complexity and space complexity of hash tree is O(1). In order
to efficiently find all k-subsets of a potential candidate itemset, all frequent
itemsets in Lk are stored in a hash table. Candidate itemsets are stored in a hashtree [4]. A node of the hash-tree either contains a list of itemsets (a leaf node) or a
hash table (an interior node). In an interior node, each bucket of the hash table
points to another node. The root of the hash-tree is defined to be at depth 1. An
interior node at depth d points to nodes at depth d+1. Itemsets are stored in leaves.
When it adds a k-itemset X during the candidate generation process, it starts from
the root and go down the tree until the process reach a leaf. At an interior node at
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depth d, it decide which branch to follow by applying a hash function to the X[d]
item of the itemset, and following the pointer in the corresponding bucket. All
nodes are initially created as leaf nodes. When the number of itemsets in a leaf
node at depth d exceeds a specified threshold, the leaf node is converted into an
interior node, only if k > d. In order to find the candidate-itemsets that are
contained in a transaction T, it starts from the root node. If it is at a leaf, this paper
finds which of the itemsets in the leaf are contained in T and increment their
support. If that are at an interior node and the process have reached it by hashing
the item i, It hash on each item that comes after i in T and recursively apply this
procedure to the node in the corresponding bucket. For the root node, it hash on
every item in T.
The proposed algorithm is tested with simple heart disease prediction dataset
which contain 655 transactions and 25 items. The effect of filtering association
rules are based Dte and Dva partitioned datasets. The association rules are tested
for generality and validity by partitioning the input dataset into Dtr, Dte and Dva.
Building the Dtr, Dte and Dva samples is repeated several times. This association
rule algorithm produces different sets of rules with different samples, where each
set of rules has different rules have slightly lower or higher metrics. The rules are
valid on three samples. This paper extends the definition of association rules,
given in Section 2.1, to have three sets of metrics per rule based on Dtr, Dte and
Dva. That is, each rule has nine metrics in total. In general, metrics on the training
set are used only for search purposes, and metrics on the test set are used to
validate rules and are taken as the actual rule metrics.This proposed algorithm
computes three sets of rules, Rtr on Dtr ,Rte ⊆ Rtr such that Rte also has metrics
above α, β, γ on Dte and Rva ⊆ Rte such that Rte also has metrics above α, β, γ on
Dva. The computation of Rte is as follows. Each association has three sets of
metrics, one for Dtr one for Dte and one for Dva. This method search association
rules based on Dtr to get Rtr based on thresholds α, β and γ. This approach sets
Rte=Rtr. This process then compute support, confidence, and lift for each rule in
Rte based on Dte. Rules whose test metrics on Dte are below α, β, γ are filtered out
from Rte. This process is repeated a number of times (n) to achieve basic cross
validation and to eliminate rules that cannot be generalized.
The association rules are tested for generality and validity by partitioning the
input data set into a Dtr, Dte and Dva. A valid rule must have minimum metrics on
Dte and Dva. The experiments show the importance of filtering rules on the test by
varying k. Table 2 summarizes result. The reduction is small in the numbers of
association, with a reduction of about 10% - 15%. The reduction becomes much
more important for the number of rules. For k =2, the impact is small in most
cases, which indicates most rules can be generalized. For k =3, the reduction is
more than 50%, providing evidence that many rules one particular to the Dtr. At k
= 4, the number of rules in Dtr is about 30% of the total with a reduction of about
70%, providing evidence that most rules may be particular to Dtr. The trend
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indicates there will a combination explosion of rules that are valid only on Dtr to
achieve lesser memory usage and time efficiency.
The difference in the relative number of patterns for associations and rules can be
explained by the fast that association and filtered Dtr,Dva and Dte based only one
support, but rules require support, confidence and lift to be greater than or equal to
the respective thresholds in Dtr and Dte. This kind of validation methodology
made the database depended rules to compare with other methodology. The
previous research works are attempted based on relationship or correlation
analysis of transactions but the proposed work implies database dependent rules.
The following tables 4 and 5 retrieved from implementation of proposed
nVApriori algorithm with heart disease prediction dataset.
Table 4 : Number of associations and rules in Dtr, Dte and Dva
# of associations in

# of rules

D

D

D

D

D

D

Number
of time

0.01

493

467

415

8

5

3

17

3

0.01

3286

2948

2272

145

77

50

60

4

0.01

11610

9327

7044

1222

342

281

258

K

Minsup

2

tr

te

va

tr

te

va

Table 5 : Number of rules in Dtr Dte and Dva sets varying minimum support
Time

K

Minsup

Dtr

Dte

Dva

4

0.100

62

33

30

5

4

0.050

163

114

107

12

4

0.010

1222

342

300

43

4

0.005

2022

497

450

47

(in sec)

Table 5 contains summary of the results. At high support levels, the reduction in
the number of rules is about 40% for low support levels, the number of rules goes
down to less than 35%. This indicates that as because they do not meet the
minimum metrics in the test sets. The last column in Table 5 contains total
elapsed times in seconds. Time growth is not as fast compared to varying k;
because test and validate set significantly reduces number of patterns. The
proposed algorithm also tested with the T40I10D100K, Mushroom, Chess and
heart disease prediction. The proposed nVApriori algorithm is compared with
traditional Apriori, MIR and NRRM algorithm. Table 6 shows the comparative
study of no. of association rule mined from T40I10D100K, Mushroom, Chess and
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heart disease prediction dataset. The minimum support set as 50% and the
minimum confidence set as 50%. The results are summarized in the Table 6. It
reduced the 50% rules compared with non redundant algorithm, 42% rules are
reduced from most interesting rule mining algorithm and 80% of rules reduced to
compare with traditional Apriori. Finally, these rules have fairly high support,
borderline confidence, and small lift. The nVApriori algorithm is mined some
many rules with low support threshold. The proposed nVApriori algorithm is
considered to mine strong rule with high support and confidence.
Table 6: No. of association rules in Apriori, MIR, NRRM and proposed
nVApriori with minimum_supp=50%
Datasets

Apriori

MIR

NRRM

T40I10D100K

40321091 678542 22700

11209

Mushroom

18192345 409879 15632

11789

Chess

8171198

236735 151000

8910

Heart disease prediction

3210

2470

710

1056

nVApriori

The comparative study of proposed nVApriori algorithm is shown is figure 1-4.
These figures are showed the comparative study of traditional Apriori, most
interesting rule mining algorithm, non redundant rule mining and proposed
nVApriori algorithm with T40I10D100K, mushroom, chess and heart disease
prediction. These four datasets are having different transaction size, item size and
other behaviors. So that the reason this selected to make the experimental studies.
The figure’s x axis has support level 10 to 100 percentages and y axis is carrying
execution time in seconds. This experimental study considered the minimum
support to count execution time. It does not consider the confidence and lift. But
this work fix the minimum confidence =50% and lift=20% to count the execution
time. From this experimental study, the proposed nVApriori algorithm is
performed well as compared to traditional Apriori, MIR algorithm and NRRM
algorithm. This work also concluded that the proposed nVApriori algorithm is
better algorithm to mine transaction relevant rules from synthetic and real datasets.
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Figure 1: Comparative study of execution time of T40I10D100K dataset
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Figure 2: Comparative study of execution time of mushroom dataset
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Figure 3: Comparative study of execution time of Chess dataset
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Figure 4: Comparative study of execution time of Heart disease prediction dataset
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Conclusion and Future work

This paper focused on two main research issues. The first of which was the
increasing number of rules obtained by standard association rule algorithms. The
second was rules of validation on an independent set. These rules required to
eliminate as unreliable, or rules that could not be generalized. In order to validate
rules, this paper used the train-test-validate approach that uses three disjoint
samples from a data set to search and validate rules. The proposed algorithm
performs several train, test and validate cycle achieve the relevant rules.
Experiments on T40I10D100K, Mushroom, Chess and heart disease prediction,
these dataset are studied the impact of constraints and elimination of unreliable
rules with validation on the test set. The reduction in output size provided by
validation is significant. These methods may be more efficient compared to
traditional Apriori, non redundant rule mining framework and most interesting
rule mining and save the time for irrelevant rule findings from the dataset. In the
future this algorithm can be applied to parallel and distributed environments.
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